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Abstract

Trajectory properties are spatio-temporal properties that
describe the changes of spatial (topological) relationships
of one moving object with respect to regions and trajecto-
ries of other moving objects. Trajectory properties can be
viewed as continuous changes of an object’s location re-
sulting in a continuous change in the topological relation-
ship between this object and other entities of interest. In
this paper we develop a query language TQ for expressing
trajectory properties. Our model and query language are
based on the framework of constraint query languages. We
present some preliminary complexity and expressive power
results for the proposed language.

1 Introduction

Rapid technology advancement is revolutionizing the
modern society in almost every possible ways. In particular,
the ever shrinking computing devices and wireless commu-
nication devices are making it easier to collect, transmit,
and process data. For example, wireless applications are
now seen in everyday activities ranging from mobile phones
applications to military and navigational applications. To-
day’s market already has cellular phones (GSM), global po-
sitioning systems (GPS), traffic navigational systems, sen-
sor networks, digital assistants (PDA); more innovations are
on their way. Such an explosion of technology not only
brings new problems but also presents serious challenges in
areas such as data management.

Moving object databases (spatio-temporal databases) are
one of those recent evolutions that emerged to fulfil some of
the new urging requirements. Moving object databases in-
tegrate traditional spatial and temporal databases and stud-
ies managing and querying objects whose location and/or
�
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shape change over time. Moving object databases ap-
pear in numerous applications including emergency ser-
vices (E911), navigational and military services, flight man-
agement and tracking, m-commerce, and various location
based services (LBS) as fleet management, vehicle track-
ing, mobile advertisements, etc. These advancements de-
mand new techniques for managing and querying changing
location information.

The aim of this paper is to study time varying topological
properties for moving objects that we refer to as trajectory
properties. In general, both moving object databases and
topological properties have been of interest in a number of
research work. For moving objects databases many research
work was conducted to examine some problems including
modeling and query languages [33, 38, 14, 12, 18, 35, 26,
7], handling large volume of location information through
the use of efficient index structures [29, 21, 1, 32, 36, 5, 24],
efficient data management, specifically, processing queries
and handling updates [33, 34], query evaluation [20, 34, 3],
and uncertainty management [28, 30, 37, 4, 25]. On the
other hand topological predicates where studied in several
works including [10, 11, 22, 27].

Nevertheless, designing efficient trajectory query lan-
guages continues to be an interesting problem. Prior ap-
proaches to query languages are mostly based on extend-
ing known languages or frameworks for spatial or spatio-
temporal databases to allow expressing properties concern-
ing trajectories (e.g., [33, 7, 18, 35, 15]). While general pur-
pose spatial query languages could be used, the uniqueness
of trajectories representing objects moving in space makes
these general-purpose spatio-temporal languages unfit. For
example, [26] exhibits difficulties for the general constraint
query language to express some trajectory specific queries.
In fact, querying trajectories seems to demand new tech-
niques in the query languages. The recent effort in [13, 9]
made a significant step towards understanding some of these
issues. In [13] Erwig and Schneider elevate topological
predicates to spatio-temporal predicates by aggregating a
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temporal dimension to spatial predicates. They present a
framework for expressing spatio-temporal predicates. The
framework is based on aggregating time to elementary spa-
tial predicates and sequential composition of predicates. In
[9] du Mouza and Rigaux introduced the notion of mobility
patterns which describe the motion pattern of a moving ob-
ject. They model a moving object trajectory as a sequence
of spatial zones and time spent at each zone. Their focus
is on continuous evaluation of pattern matching queries and
how to incrementally maintain the results.

Following those efforts we propose in this paper a con-
straint based query language (TQ) for reasoning about tra-
jectory properties. We use the prevailing model of lin-
ear motions for moving object trajectories and allow a
database to consist of a finite set of trajectories and a finite
set of regions. We adopt constraint databases techniques
[19, 23, 6, 16] to represent the trajectories and regions as
“generalized relations”, i.e., boolean combination of linear
constraints interpreted over the structure of real numbers.
By basing our design on constraint databases, many tech-
niques of constraint query languages and evaluations are
immediately available to use.

Our language TQ consists of two components: a spatial
component (called SQ) focussing on expressing spatial re-
lationships at a time instant and a temporal component. SQ
generalizes the classical CQL of [19] by allowing variables
to represent regions and trajectories. This permits express-
ing spatial properties among trajectories and regions. SQ
queries are then generalized to allow existential and uni-
versal quantification on a time interval, i.e., interval based
spatial properties. The instant/interval properties are then
put together in the temporal component as regular (formal)
languages to model properties of trajectories. While such
a method of “gluing” spatial properties along the time line
is similar to [13, 9], it turns out that the use of constraint
query languages in SQ significantly enhances the query lan-
guage. We provide an expressive power comparison of our
language with the languages in [13, 9] in the paper.

We study the expressive power of TQ and the complexity
of evaluating queries in TQ. In this paper we establish the
following technical results.

1. SQ (i.e. snapshot query language) has polynomial time
data complexity and exponential space combined com-
plexity (i.e. query expression and database complex-
ity).

2. TQ queries can be effectively evaluated.

3. TQ is more expressive than the language of [13] and
the variable free queries of [9].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the
model for the moving object trajectories. Section 3 intro-
duces the language TQ for trajectories. Section 4 presents

the complexity results for TQ and a sublanguage of TQ
(star-free). Section 5 studies expressive power of TQ. Sec-
tion 6 concludes the paper.

2 A Data Model for Moving Objects

In this section we present necessary concepts for spatio-
temporal objects to be used in the paper. Key notions
include that of a “moving object” and its “trajectory.”
Roughly speaking, moving objects are spatio-temporal ob-
jects whose location and/or extent change over time. In
general, such spatio-temporal objects can be points or re-
gions. Moving points are suitable to model planes, cars,
buses, trains, people, etc. whose locations and movements
are important. On the other hand, applications concerning
oil spills, fires, forests, pollution, etc. are very dependent on
both shapes and locations of such moving objects. In this
paper, we assume moving points and static regions to focus
on query languages for trajectories. With some proper mod-
eling of regions that changing over time, the results may be
generalized to include such regions.

Our data model is based on “linear constraints” that are
logical formulas over the real closed field. Kanellakis, Ku-
per, and Revesz in their seminal paper [19] demonstrated
that such logical formulas can represent spatial and spatio-
temporal information in an abstract manner independent of
the underlying storage mechanisms (cf [23]).

Specifically, our model is an extension of the constraint
data model [19] to represent a finite set of regions1 and mov-
ing object trajectories in the database. Some key techniques
of the results concerning constraint formulas in this paper
are also extended from the constraint query evaluation tech-
niques [23]. More details will be discussed in Sections 3
and 4.

We now proceed with the technical presentation, start-
ing with constraints. Let

�����
be the set of real and nat-

ural numbers (respectively). Consider a first order lan-
guage � for

�
that includes equality and order predicates

( � �
	�����
���� ), a binary function for addition ( � ), and a
unary coefficient function “ ��� ” for each real number ��� � .
Intuitively, the unary coefficient functions are used to repre-
sent real coefficients. For simplicity, we will denote “ ��������� ”
as “ ��� ” for each ��� � .

Let � � � and � �"! . An atomic linear constraint over
variables �$# �
%&%'%'� �)( is an expression of the following form:

�+* (,'- # � , � , �/.0�21 or � # � # �0�23�)3��4�
����5� ( � ( .5��1
where � 1 � �
# �
%&%'%'� �2( are real numbers in

�
and . is a

predicate in � . Constraints are interpreted over the real
numbers in the natural manner, i.e., if 67��� # �
%&%'%'� � ( �8�

1Regions in this paper are non-changing and spatial. Generalization to
time-dependent regions can be done easily.



�+* (,'- # � , � , �9.:� 1 is an atomic constraint, and ;<# �%'%'%&� ;=( are
real numbers in

�
, 67�>;<# �
%&%'%'� ;?(@� is true if �+* (,&- # � , ; , �9.:� 1

is satisfied (interpreted over the real numbers).
A linear constraint over variables � # �
%&%'%'� � ( is a boolean

combination of atomic linear constraints over variables
� # �
%&%'%'� � ( . An advantage of (linear) constraints is their abil-
ity to finitely represent potentially infinite sets of points (i.e.,
regions).

Definition: Let � �A! be a natural number. An � -
dimensional region is a linear constraint in disjunctive nor-
mal form over � variables. Let Reg ( denote the set of all
� -dimensional regions.

In the remainder of the paper, we will fix the dimension-
ality of the space to be � for some � �8! and may simply
use Reg instead of Reg ( .

We now consider moving objects and regions in the � -
dimensional real space

� ( . Object movements are viewed
as location changes over “time”. We model the time do-
main as a domain isomorphic to

�
(with a dense total order,

addition, and multiplication by a real number). As we shall
see in the technical presentation, we will introduce some re-
strictions on time instants in both the data model and query
languages. To make the presentation clear, we use B to de-
note the densely ordered domain of time instants. We only
allow one variable for the time domain, denoted as t.

A moving object trajectory basically defines the motion
of an object. Different alternatives for modeling trajecto-
ries have been studied in [33, 38, 14, 12, 18, 35, 26]. In
this paper we use the standard model for trajectory as a se-
quence of line segments in the � -dimensional space. Instead
of keeping the segments’ endpoints to define a trajectory as
in [14, 29], we use constraints to define a trajectory. Con-
traints allow us to focus on logical properties in querying
trajectories. Technically, a trajectory is a sequence of linear
motions defined as follows.

Let Flin be a set of expressions of the form “ ; t �DC ” where
; � CE� � . Each element in Flin represents a linear function
from B to

�
.

Definition: An � -dimensional motion is an � -tuple FG�
Flin ( . For each H �JIK� � , F , denotes the

I
-th value of F .

Intuitively, an � -dimensional motion F defines a linear
function from B to

� ( ; F , represents the location change
along the

I
-th dimension. For example, for a given time

instant ; and a motion F , FL�M;N� represents the point (loca-
tion) in

� ( at time ; , while F , �>;N� is the position on the
I
-th

dimension.

Definition: A trajectory is a sequence �>O 1 � F 1 � O�# � F�# �
%&%'%'�
OQP � FRPS� , where TU� � and for each

!V�JIK� T ,
W O , is a time instant in B such that for each

!X�YIZ	 T ,
O , 	 O ,'[ # , and

W F , is a motion such that for
!\�]I^	 T ,

F , �MO ,'[ # �_�`F ,'[ # �MO ,&[ # � %

Let Traj denote the set of all trajectories.

Intuitively, in a trajectory �MOQ1 � Fa1 � O # � F # �
%&%'%&� O P � F P � ,
the motion F , (for H �8I�	 T ) defines the object location
from time O , to O ,'[ # , FbP defines the object location for all
times after O�P , and the object does not exist before time O 1 .
It is easy to see that a trajectory is a continuous piecewise
linear function from B to

� ( which always has a starting
time but no ending time.

x

t
1 2 5 6

Figure 1. A 1-dimensional Trajectory

Example 2.1 Consider the 1-dimensional space and a mov-
ing object whose trajectory is defined as:

�cH � � t � d=� ��e@� � e t � e � ��f@� �cg t �"HQh�� �ji<� � e t g]Hk�j� %
Figure 1 shows the beginning part of the trajectory. The
trajectory consists of a sequence of four motions l �>m/��n?�po
where lL�q� t �]d?� defined the object location for the time
interval r&H �seQt , m �u� e t � e � for the time interval r eN��f�t , n �
�cg t �vHQhS� for the time interval r f@�ji�t , and

o � e t gwH for all
times after

i
.

We assume that U x and U y are two disjoint countably
infinite set of names (identifiers) for regions and trajecto-
ries, respectively.

Definition: A (moving object) database (or MOD) is a
quadruple z{�|�M}E~ � }�� ��� ~ ��� ��� where }E~�� U x and
}��Y� U y are finite subsets,

� ~ is a mapping from }E~ to
Reg, and

� � is a mapping from }E� to Traj.

The data model (trajectories and regions) are similar to
the ones in the literature (e.g., [18, 38, 35]), except that re-
gions do not change over time. The trajectory model was
originally defined in [26], it is different from the model used
in [9] where a trajectory is a sequence of spatial zones and
time values representing the time spent at each zone. In
[13] the authors also discuss spatio-temporal properties but
no model for trajectories is provided in their framework.

Finally, the model ignores the usual semantic modeling,
i.e., separating the set of “cars” from that of “trucks”. This
is to simplify the technical presentation and to allow us fo-
cussing on the querying aspect of trajectories.



3 A Query Language for MOD

In this section we propose a trajectory query language
(TQ) for expressing spatio-temporal properties of moving
object trajectories. TQ is based on constraint query lan-
guages and is powerful enough to express properties be-
tween objects and regions and between different objects.

Definition: A (spatial) term is an expression of one of the
following forms:

W ; where ;�� � ,

W � where � is a spatial (i.e., real) variable,

W ��� where �5� � is a coefficient function and � a spatial
variable, and

W�� #�� � 3 where � # and � 3 are spatial terms.

We now define the central notion of a “spatial formula”.
Intuitively, a spatial formula can express properties con-
cerning positions with the time variable t as a parameter.
Spatial formulas resemble formulas in constraint query lan-
guages of [19]. However, the primary difference is that
in constraint query languages, only named regions can be
used, while in our language, spatial formulas can reference
named regions (i.e., region names), named trajectories, and
also variables that represent regions and trajectories. This is
natural since a moving object database may have arbitrary
number of regions and trajectories.

Recall that � is the number of dimensions and t is the
time variable.

Definition: The set of spatial formulas is defined recur-
sively as follows.

W�� # . � 3 is an atomic spatial formula if � # and � 3 are spa-
tial terms and .D����� �	�����
������ ,
W � � � # �%'%'%&� � ( � is an atomic spatial formula if � is a re-

gion variable or a region name in U x and � # �%'%&%'� � ( are
spatial terms,

W � � t � � # �%'%&%'� � (@� is an atomic spatial formula if � is a
trajectory variable or a trajectory name in U y and� # �%'%'%&� � ( are spatial terms,

W �>6��b��� , �>6������ , and �M��6�� are spatial formulas if 6
and � are spatial formulas,

W�� �)6 , ���)6 are spatial formulas if � is a spatial variable
and 6 a spatial formula.

The semantics of spatial formulas is defined in the
straightforward manner. Technically, a valuation is a map-
ping that maps

W each spatial variable to
�

,

W the time variable t to B ,

W each region name and each region variable to a region
(a generalized relation) in Reg, and

W each trajectory name and each trajectory variable to
Traj.

A valuation can be naturally extended to all spatial terms.
Then the truth value of a spatial formula 6 under a valua-
tion is identical to a constraint formula in a constraint query
language with the following exception:
W We will represent the time domain B as real numbers in�

, and consequently, each trajectory in Traj is treated
as an ������Hk� -ary generalized relation with the first
dimension representing the time.

Spatial formulas are then used to construct “query for-
mulas” defined below.

Definition: Let z����>}E~ � }E� ��� ~ �s� ��� be a MOD. The set
of query formulas over z is defined below.
W A spatial formula 6 is a query formula if 6 has no spa-

tial variables occurring free and each region (respec-
tively trajectory) name occurring in 6 is in }\~ (re-
spectively } � ).

W O�#�0O 3 is a query formula if both OS# � O 3 are region vari-
ables/names, or trajectory variables/names.

W �>6 # �b6�3Q� , �M6 # ��6�3k� , �M��6�� , � � O=6�� , ���$O:6�� are query
formulas if O is a region variable or trajectory variable
and 6 � 6_# � 6 3 are query formulas.

A snapshot (trajectory) query is a query formula with ex-
actly two variables occurring free: the time variable t and
a trajectory variable. Let SQ denote the set of all snapshot
queries.

The semantics of the query language SQ is defined in the
standard way based on the semantics of spatial formulas.
Let z����M} ~ � } � �s� ~ ��� � � be a moving object database
and 67� t � z � a snapshot query. A mapping is said to be an
assignment with respect to z if it maps each variable to its
domain, i.e., spatial variables to

�
, t to B , region variables

to } ~ , and trajectory variables to } � . Indeed, let � be an
assignment, we can derive a valuation by simply taking the
composition ���E� � ~�� � ��� . The semantics for quantifiers
on region and trajectory variables is standard, here we take
the “active domain” semantics for these variables, i.e., only
region and trajectory names in the database are considered.
Finally, we say that the database satisfies 6 at time �5�bB for
some trajectory (name)  ��J} � , written as �>z � ��\¡ �u67r   t ,
if the query formula returns true.



Example 3.1 Let   be the name of an object trajectory ando # �jo 3 be names of two regions in the 2 dimensional space.
The property that   is in the intersection of

o # �jo 3 can be
expressed as the following spatial formula (snapshot query).

� � �N¢  £� t � � � ¢ �$� o #��>� � ¢ �£� o 3 ��� � ¢ �
The property that no regions intersecting the rectangle of
size

e ; centered at   can be expressed by the following
snapshot query:

� � �?¢  £� t � � � ¢ �£�D� o ����¤¥� ¢ ¤>� o �>�)¤ � ¢ ¤��^¦
�7����g§; � �)¤ � ���5;5� ¢ g¨; � ¢ ¤ � ¢ �0;?�j�

Snapshot queries provide a basis for expressing trajec-
tory properties. In [13, 9] trajectory properties are consid-
ered as spatial properties varying along time. Similar to
their approaches, we will develop a “temporal” portion on
top of the SQ language to express trajectory properties. Dif-
ferent from their approaches, our language allows explicit
definition of transition time (from one spatial property to
the next) through querying the database explicitly, and the
use of SQ significantly enriches the expressiveness of spa-
tial properties.

Trajectory properties maybe expressed as snapshot prop-
erties or interval properties. As in SQ, snapshot proper-
ties focus on the properties that a moving object trajectory
would satisfy at a given time instant, whereas interval prop-
erties require a moving object trajectory to satisfy the prop-
erty during a given interval.

Since trajectory properties depend on either the time in-
stant or the time interval it is checked against, expressing
time in a trajectory property is a key issue. In many appli-
cations, a query checks a reoccurring property that repeats
itself at different time instants. Such queries require the
language to support expressing both absolute and relative
times. The following example illustrates the difference be-
tween queries that require absolute and relative time resp.

Example 3.2 Consider the following queries on trajecto-
ries:
© # : Retrieve all delivery trucks that entered the Santa Bar-

bara area at 2:00pm and stayed there until 5:00pm.
© 3 : Retrieve all delivery trucks that entered the Santa Bar-

bara area at 2:00pm and stayed there for 35 minutes.

The main difference between
© # and

© 3 is that the end-
ing time for

© # is fixed. On the other hand,
© 3 requires

the trajectory property of staying inside Santa Barbara to be
checked until 35 minutes after the time when the object en-
tered.

© 3 thus requires the language to express things like
“entering time” �5ª f .

In our design, we capture this requirement through (1)
the use of “time expressions” to define time instants, (2) the
use of a “relative time expressions” to refer to the difference
between the current time and the previous time instant of
interest.

To facilitate the development, we start with some neces-
sary technical notions. Note that t is the time variable,

Definition: Let 6 be a query formula with only t occurring
free. Then, a time expression is one of the following:

W � , if �0�RB ,

W «V¬& �>6�� , or

W «D®�¯ �>6�� .
A relative time expression is an expression “ �5° ” where ° is
a time expression and “ � ” is a special symbol.

Intuitively, a (relative) time expression defines a time
instant either explicitly or through querying the database.
The functions «\¬' � «V®�¯ returns the smallest, respectively
largest time instant that satisfies the query formula. In
case the smallest/largest instant does not exist, the expres-
sion is not well-formed. Let ° be a time expression and
z a database. We denote by °?�>z?� the result of ° under z .
The following property shows that well-formedness can be
checked if a database is given; undecidable if it is well-
formed independent of databases.

Proposition 3.3 For a given time expression ° and a MOD
z , it can be decided where ° is well-formed. However, it is
undecidable if ° is well-formed for all databases.

The positive result can be proved using an argument sim-
ilar to the proof of Lemma 4.1 in Section 4 about complex-
ity. The negative results is a direct consequence of undecid-
ability results of constraint query properties [17].

Combining snapshot queries with (relative) time expres-
sions we can define a language for expressing trajectory
properties.

Definition: Let z be a designated trajectory variable. If ± is
a (relative) time expression and 6 is a snapshot query in SQ,
then the following are startless atomic trajectory queries:

W 67� t � z � is a startless snapshot trajectories query,

W ±�² % 6�� t � z � is a startless existential-time trajectory query,
and

W ±j³ % 6�� t � z � is a startless universal-time trajectory query.

A startless trajectory query is a regular expression over
the set of startless atomic trajectory queries, i.e., composed
from startless atomic trajectory queries using concatenation
(
n # n 3 ), union (

n #/� n 3 ), and closure (
n:´

), where
n?��n # �jn 3 are



startless trajectory queries. If the regular expression does
not use the closure operator, the startless trajectory query is
called star-free.

A startless trajectory query
n

defines a formal language
(i.e., set of words) over startless atomic trajectory queries.
We denote the language as SEQ � n � . Each word expresses
a sequence of atomic properties. There are three types of
atomic properties in the language. A snapshot trajectory
query examines the spatial properties at a time instant. An
existential-time trajectory query checks if the spatial prop-
erties hold at some time instant during a time interval. Fi-
nally, a universal-time trajectory query insists that the spa-
tial properties should be true for all time instants during
the time interval. The word “startless” indicates that the
start time is not given. The end of a time interval for an
existential- or universal-time trajectory query is given by the
time expression ± preceding the snapshot query formula.

Definition: An (atomic, snapshot, existential-time, univer-
sal-time, star-free) trajectory query is a pair �>± �jn � , where ±
is a time expression and

n
a startless (resp., atomic, snap-

shot, existential-time, universal-time, star-free) trajectory
query. Let TQ denote the set of all trajectory queries.

We outline the semantics for TQ below.
Let � 1 �µB be a time instant,

n #��&�'� n�¶ be a sequence of
atomic trajectory queries, and z a MOD database. We define
a time instant sequence � 1 � �
# �
%&%'%&� � ¶ as follows: for each
H �]I_��· ,
W if
n ,

is a snapshot query, � , �v� ,>¸ # ,
W otherwise, let ° , be the time expression in

n ,
. Let

� , �µ� ,>¸ #��]° , �Mz=� if
n ,

has a relative time expression,
otherwise let � , �`° , �Mz=� .

Let  �� U y be a trajectory name. We say that the database
z satisfies the atomic query sequence

n #��&�'� n2¶ for   at � 1 , de-
noted as �Mz � � 1 �b¡ � n #��&�'� n�¶ r   t , if the sequence � 1 � �k# �%'%'%&� � ¶
is monotonically increasing (not necessarily strict) and for
each H ��I^�J· , the following are true:

1. If
n , �"6�� t � z � is a snapshot query, then �>z � � , �§¡ �"67r   t ,

2. If
n , �|±�² % 67� t � z � is an existential-time query, then

�>z � ��¨¡ �v67r   t for some � ,>¸ # 	 � 	 � , , and

3. If
n , � ±j³ % 67� t � z � is a universal-time query, then

�>z � ��¨¡ �v67r   t for each � ,>¸ # 	 � 	 � , .
Let
n �¹�>± �jn # �'�'� n ¶ � be a trajectory query where eachn ,

( H �ºI��»· ) is atomic, and zY�¼�M}E~ � }�� ��� ~ �s� ��� a
database. A trajectory (name)  R�b}E� is in the answer to

n
over z , if �>z � ±Q�>z?�p�\¡ � n # ���&� n ¶ r   t . Denote by

n �>z?� the set of
all trajectories in the the answer to

n
over z .

Let
n ���M± ��n ¤�� be a trajectory query and zX�½�>} ~ � } � �� ~ ��� � � be a MOD database. The answer of

n
over z is the

set
n �Mz=�^�
�
 b¡Q $�/}E� � and � n ¤ ¤ � SEQ � n ¤ � � �>z � ±Q�Mz=�j�§¡ � n ¤ ¤ r   t+�

4 Complexity Results

In this section we present complexity results for the tra-
jectory query language TQ. In the literature, data and com-
bined complexity are used to measure the complexity of
query languages. The main results in the section show that
SQ and TQ have polynomial time data complexity and ex-
ponential space combined complexity.

The complexity of a query is the time/space needed to
compute the answer. We consider two complexity mea-
sures. Data complexity of a query measures the complex-
ity in terms of the database size, i.e., the query expression
is considered fixed; combined complexity of a query mea-
sures the complexity in terms of both the database size and
query expression size. We use PTIME, EXPSPACE to de-
note the polynomial time, (respectively) exponential space
complexity classes. A query language has complexity ¾ if
every query in the language has complexity ¾ .

Lemma 4.1 The snapshot query language SQ has PTIME
data complexity and EXPSPACE combined complexity.

We note here that the main source of combined complex-
ity is from the number of variables. Indeed, we can show
that the space complexity is exponential in the number of
variables in a query expression 6 .

Proof: (Sketch) Technically, the result states that for each
time instant ���£B , each SQ query 67� t � z � , each database
z?�\�M}�~ � }E� �s� ~ ��� ��� , and each trajectory (name)  $�/}\� ,
�>z � ���¡ �86�r   t can be decided in (1) polynomial time in the
size of z , and (2) exponential space in the size of z and 6 .

The main idea of the proof is as follows. We consider a
fixed mapping ¿ that assigns a region name in } ~ to each
region variable and a trajectory name in } � to each tra-
jectory variable including   . Let

© r ¿ t denote the snapshot
query obtained from

©
by replacing each region/trajectory

variable O by ¿��>O?� . Note that
© r ¿ t is a snapshot query with-

out any region and trajectory variables, it does have, how-
ever, spatial variables. Mapping the time domain B to real
numbers

�
and t to a spatial variable, we can now view

© r ¿ t
as a constraint query in the model of [19, 17]. It can be con-
cluded that

© r ¿ t can be evaluated in polynomial time in the
size of the image of the composed mapping ¿U��� � ~�� � ���
which is a subset of z . From the results in [19], the result
of evaluating

© r ¿ t is a set of intervals for t that makes 67r ¿ t
true. In particular, the set can be computed effectively since
67r ¿ t has only linear constraints.



Now let   � O�# �
%&%'%'� O ¶ be an enumeration of region and tra-
jectory variables occurring in 6 . We can consider all pos-
sible assignments from �
  � O # �%'%&%'� O ¶ � to }�~U�X}�� that pre-
serve the type. For each such assignment ¿ , we can repeat
the above process. Since the total number of assignments is
�j¡ }�~¨¡��µ¡ }E��¡ �

¶ [ # , and
·

depends on the query expression
6 that is considered as fixed, the number of assignment is a
polynomial in the size of z .

Finally the combined complexity is due to fact that the
complexity of evaluating queries is double exponential time
in the number of quantifiers [31].

Theorem 4.2 Atomic trajectory queries have PTIME data
and EXPSPACE combined complexity.

Proof: (Sketch) Clearly, snapshot queries have PTIME
data and EXPSPACE combined complexity, by Lemma 4.1.
From constraint query evaluation algorithms, we can see
that the result of evaluating a snapshot query is a set of time
instants (possibly infinite) represented in constraint form as
a generalized relation. Therefore, checking the existential-
time and universal-time property simply becomes checking
the intersection and (respectively) containment of interval,
which can be done efficiently.

We now consider general trajectory queries. The idea
is to use the evaluation procedure for atomic queries as the
basis and extend for “path queries” defined in regular ex-
pressions. Technically, we will construct from a trajectory
query a “query graph” and then develop a generic iterative
process for query evaluation. We show that the iterative pro-
cess ends in finite number of steps. The number of steps,
however, may depend on the properties of the constraints
used in defining the regions and trajectories in the database.

Let
n �\�M± ��n ¤'� be a trajectory query. Since

n ¤ is a regu-
lar expression, let À�Á be a finite automaton that accepts the
same language as

n ¤ (see [2]). Without loss of generality, we
assume that À�Á does not have empty moves. In fact, ÀEÁ can
be viewed as a (query) graph �+Â ��ÃD� � 1 ��Ä7� © � where Â is a
finite set of nodes (states),

Ã �wÂÆÅXÂ is a set of edges be-
tween nodes, � 1U��Â and

Ä �µÂ are the starting and final
nodes respectively, and

©
is a mapping from

Ã
to atomic

trajectory queries in
n ¤ .

A path Ç�1 � Ç # �
%&%'%&� Ç ¶ in a query graph À Á is called an
advancing edge if (i)

·5�w!
, and (ii) either Ç ¶ � Ä is a final

node, or
© ��Ç ¶ ¸ # � Ç ¶ � is not snapshot but

© �>Ç ,>¸ # � Ç , � is a
snapshot for all H ��I^	�· .

Let zR�½�M} ~ � } � �s� ~ ��� � � be a database. We define an
(infinite) relation

Ã �]B 3 ÅbÂ 3 ÅR} � as follows:
W �>� # � �23 � Ç�1 � Ç ¶ �  <��� Ã if there is an advancing edge
Ç)1 � Ç # �%'%'%&� Ç ¶ such that if

© �>Ç ¶ ¸ # � Ç ¶ � is not snapshot,
�>z � �
#��¡ �8�

¶ ¸ #,'- # © ��Ç ,>¸ # � Ç , �2r   t , � 3 is the result of (rel-
ative) time expression in

© �>Ç ,�¸ # � Ç , � , and   satis-

fies
© �>Ç ¶ ¸ # � Ç ¶ � in z from time �
# to � 3 , otherwise,

�>z � �k#2�Z¡ �Y�
¶,&- # © �>Ç ,>¸ # � Ç , �2r   t and �
#Z�"� 3 .

By Theorem 4.2, �M� # � �23 � Ç�1 � Ç ¶ �  <��� Ã can be decided in
polynomial time in the size of z .

Finally, we define a sequence of relations È , �wB�Å\ÂvÅ
}�� as follows:

(i) È 1 �q�k� 1 � Å � � 1 � Å�} � where � 1 is the value of ± ,
and

(ii) È ,'[ #�� È ,�É Ã
, where the join is defined as

�>� 3 � Ç 3 �  <�Ê�ËÈ ,½É Ã
if both È , �M�
# � Ç$# �  <� andÃ �M�
# � � 3 � Ç$# � Ç 3 �  <� hold.

Proposition 4.3 Given the above context,n �>z?�^�`Ì�Í
Î 32ÏSÐ � ,>Ñ 1 È , .
The procedure outlined above can semi-compute the

query answer, i.e., if a trajectory  b�RÌ�ÍkÈ , for some
I
, then

  is in the answer. However, it is not clear when we can de-
cide if   is not in the answer. The following result implies
that there is a time upper bound to decide if   will never be
in the answer.

Theorem 4.4 Given a trajectory query
n
, a MOD d, and a

trajectory name in z , there exists �4�ÆB such that for all
l � l<¤��LB if l � � and l<¤ � � , �>z � l���¡ � n ¤Mr   t iff �Mz � l<¤Ò��¡ �n ¤Mr   t where

n ¤ is an atomic query in
n
.

The proof of the result is rather involved and will be
given in the full paper. The key idea is based on alge-
braic cell decomposition (e.g., [31, 8]). Specifically, for a
given finite set of constraints, there is a partition of space
into a finite number of “cells”, each of which preserves
the constraints. This intuitievly would indicate that after
some point in time, the constraint (spatial) properties will
not change.

Theorem 4.5 1. Let
n

be a trajectory query and z a MOD.
It can be decided if a trajectory is in

n �Mz=� .
2. Star-free TQ has PTIME data and EXPSPACE com-

bined complexity.

In the remainder of the section we introduce a restricted
sublanguage of TQ, called “intermediate-variable free” tra-
jectory queries. Roughly, these queries use neither region
nor trajectory variables, and have only � quantifiers over
the spatial variables for the � dimensions.

Definition: A query formula is intermediate-variable free,
(or int-var-free), if it only has � quantifiers, one for each
spatial variable for a dimension. A trajectory query in TQ
(snapshot query in SQ) is intermediate-variable free if all
query formulas in it are int-var-free.



Example 4.6 The query “was the United Flight UA80 in-
side the Los Angeles airport between 5pm and 5:10pm?”
can be expressed by in int-var-free TQ as

�>° 1 � ° ³ # % � ��# � � 3 UA80 � t � �$# � � 3 �$� LAX ���$# � � 3 �p� �
where ° 1 � °�# are time expressions.

We argue that many queries can be expressed in this
set. For technical results, we show that star-free trajectory
queries in this subclass have PTIME combined complexity.

Theorem 4.7 Int-var-free SQ and star-free, int-var-free TQ
have PTIME combined complexity.

5 Expressive Power

In this section we study the expressive power of trajec-
tory languages developed in this paper. Our main goal is to
compare our languages with the trajectory query languages
in [13, 9]. Our results show that TQ is quite expressive, and
even int-var-free TQ is sufficient to express many queries in
the languages of [13, 9].

Since we will compare different languages that are de-
fined over different data models, we need to formulate the
technical basis for comparison. We outline the compari-
son framework informally below, the precise definitions are
provided in the full paper.

In the “mobility patterns” language developed by du
Mouza and Rigaux [9], a database consists of (1) a set of
regions that form a partition of

� 3 , and (2) a set of ob-
jects each of which is a sequence of regions the object goes
through (in that order) and the length of time it stays in each
region. The time domain used in their model is discrete. For
the sake of comparisons, we extend their time domain to a
continuous one isomorphic to B . Although the change may
affect query evaluation, the semantics is clear. We use MP
to denote the mobility patterns language with this extension.

Given a MOD z over
� 3 , we map z into the MP data

model in the following sense: we construct a partition of� 3 using the regions in z by considering all possible com-
binations among them. Given a trajectory O in z , we then
construct an MP object Ó by listing the regions in the parti-
tion O goes through. The time lengths can also be computed
easily. We denote the mapping MP.

A TQ query
© # and an MP query

© 3 are equivalent if
for each MOD z , MP � © #��>z?�p�K� © 3 � MP �>z?�p� .

A language QL 3 is as expressive as another language
QL # , denoted as QL #JÔ QL 3 , if for every query in QL #
there is an equivalent query in QL 3 . QL # and QL 3 are
equivalent, QL #¨Õ QL 3 , if QL # Ô QL 3 and QL 3�Ô QL # .

Roughly speaking, a mobility pattern is a sequence of
regions that a moving object goes through. Based on a sin-
gle “inside-a-region” predicate, a mobility pattern is a reg-
ular expression over the predicates. MP allows regions to
be identified with either names or variables. When a vari-
able is used, the variable is instantiated prior to matching
the patterns. In other words, region variables are global to
the mobility patterns. Clearly TQ has no such global region
variables and having such global region variable would in-
crease expressive power. Thus,

Theorem 5.1 Variable-free MP ÔVÖÕ int-var-free TQ.

The reason for the converse is that more spatial proper-
ties can be expressed in TQ using SQ.

The main reason that MP is not contained in int-var-free
TQ is that it can use (existentially quantified) region vari-
ables while describing pattern expressions. It appears that
TQ can be extended to allow free region and even trajectory
variables while expressing patterns. Although it is interest-
ing to work out the detailed semantics (e.g., allowing arbi-
trary quantifications), we think the data and combined com-
plexity will remain unchanged with respect to the PTIME
and EXPSPACE complexity classes.

We now consider the “language” proposed by Erwig and
Schneider [13], which we call MS. Technically, MS allows
expressing temporal properties in the same spirit as TQ, but
it does not have a coincide language corresponding to SQ
to express spatial properties. For our comparison purposes,
we will use (a sublanguage of) SQ as the underlying sub-
language for spatial properties. For example, the language
MS+SQ uses SQ for spatial properties and MS for temporal
trajectory properties. Note that by using MS+SQ, compar-
isons will use MOD databases.

There are two important differences. Firstly, time is im-
plicit in the predicates through lifting them from pure topo-
logical predicates to spatio-temporal predicates. In contrast,
TQ allows an SQ query to be evaluated to define the time.
For example, one can express in TQ when two moving ob-
jects enter region

o # , the third object must be outside of
region

o 3 . Such a flexibility of referencing time is not pro-
vided in MS. Secondly, MS does not allow the use of clo-
sure in expressing patterns. Clearly this puts a severe re-
striction on its expressiveness.

Thus our comparison is based on the setting that when
(int-var-free) SQ is used as the underlying spatial language
in MS. We have:

Theorem 5.2 (1) MS+SQ ÔVÖÕ star-free TQ.

(2) MS+int-var-free SQ ÔVÖÕ star-free int-var-free TQ.



6 Conclusions

In this paper we consider the problem of querying about
spatial properties of moving objects. We presented a lan-
gauge TQ for expressing trajectory properties. We studied
the complexity and expressive power of TQ. Our prelimi-
nary results show that TQ queries can be effectively evalu-
ated, star-free TQ queries have PTIME data complexity, and
intermediate variable free TQ queries have PTIME com-
bined complexity.

Our work reported here makes only one step towards the
design of query languages for trajectories. One immedi-
ate problem is to identify sublanguages of TQ that allow
lower theoretical complexity bounds, efficient algorithms,
and suitable data structures. It is unclear at this point how
the known trajectory index techniques could be utilized in
the query evaluation algorithms for trajectory query lan-
guages.
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